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This eye-opening book brings together
for the first time writings on the role of
medical personnel in cases of torture
and psychiatric abuse. Through analyses and case histories, psychiatrists
and other health care professionals,
political scientists, ethicists, and other
writers discuss the systematic use and
effects of physical and mental torture
in the Soviet Union, Latin America,
and other parts of the world.
The book also details the complicity Qf
an alarming number of medical personnel in torture and psychiatric
abuse and examines the ways in which
governments use a medical rationale
to seek legitimacy for human destruction. Finally, it describes efforts by
medical and other associations both to
combat offensive practices and treat
victims.

he Breaking of Bodies and
Minds is important reading for
anyone concerned with the
preservation of basic human rights.
1985 352 pages

Paperbound $11.95; AAAS members $9.50
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An intensive lecture and laboratory course will be given at Rockefeller
Universily from July 7-18, 1986. The goal is to develop competence with
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Applications for admission are invited from biomedical scientists in the form
of an abbreviated NIH grant proposal; i.e. pages 1 and 2, biographical
sketch, research accomplishments and present research plans. Tuition is
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free and lodging will be provided without cost to the participants. Facilities
are available for 12 students. These will be selected by a review committee.
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The Verification
iChallenge
Problems and Promise of
Strategic Nuclear
Arms Control Verification

by
Richard A. Scribner,
Theodore Ralston, and

William Metz
Published by Birkhauser Bostonfor AAAS

he most urgent challenge facing the superpowers and the world today is
avoiding the use of nuclear weapons. Yet in recent years, a less-thanperfect ability to verify agreements with the Soviet Union has often been
cited as reason to shun arms control agreements altogether.
The Verification Challenge draws on the guidance of knowledgeable experts to
inform citizens about the prospects and problems of verification. It explains
how intelligence monitoring and collection work, what is involved in verifying
specific arms control provisions, and the history of Soviet and U.S. compliance.
Underlying principles as well as technical and operating details are discussed in
a clear and understandable way. This volume is essential reading for those desiring to understand better what is possible in the superpower Geneva negotiations and for anyone concerned about the future of nuclear arms control
and global security.
1985; 249pp.; with satellite photographs and graphs; indexed
Softcover: $18.75, $15.00 for AAAS members; ISBN 0-8176-3308-1*
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Order from: AAAS Sales Office, Dept. LT, 1333 H St., NW,
First Floor, Washington, DC 20005.
Please add $1.50 postage and handling per order.
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
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Announcing a new book rom Sience

Biotechnology &
Biological Frontiers
This volume consists of 36 outstanding papers from Science by
136 scientists representing industrial, university, and governmental laboratories worldwide. Covering the most important
topics at the forefront of biological research and development,
this book contains both fundamental research techniques and
practical applications. Of interest to researchers and students in
all fields of biology, agriculture, and the health sciences, the
volume is fully indexed and available in both hard and soft
copies.

Topics covered
Monoclonal antibodies * Modulation synapses * Genetic engineering
Plant genetic materials * Growth stimulation * Cellular oncogenes
In situ hybridization * Gene transcription * Protein engineering
Enzyme catalysts * Recombinant DNA * Viral mutations * Bioreactors
Directed mutagenesis * Feedstock chemicals * Microbial products
Sequence duplication * Protein sequencing * Antibody diversity
Genetic transfer * RNA polymerase * Viral enhancers * Interferon
Single-cell proteins * Insecticides * Forest yields * Gene fusion
Surface molecules * Cell mutations * Plant breeding * Biosynthesis
Histocompatibility * Translocation * Protein sites * Immunotoxins

Edited by Philip H. Abelson, Editor, Science
Hardcover $29.95, AAAS member price $23.95 ISBN 0-87168-308-3
Paperbound $14.95, AAAS member price $11.95 ISBN 0-87168-226-4
550 pages, illustrated with tables and figures
Order from AAAS Marketing Department, 1333 H Street, NW,
Department 2, Washington, DC 20005.
Please add $1.50 postage and handling per order. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

